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Abstract
We give a review of recent developments in the theory of finite rings with
identity and pay special attention to a class of finite rings whose sets of all
zero divisors form additive groups. We further describe the structure of such
rings and provide a general representation for these rings as additive direct
sums of cyclic modules over their maximal Galois subrings.
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Our main aim is to prove the following results:
Theorem. Let R be a CPF ring of order pnr, with unique maximal ideal J , |R/J | =
p
r, charR = pk, and let Ro be a maximal Galois subring of R. Then, there exist
x1, ..., xh ∈ J and σ1, ..., σh ∈ Aut(Ro) such that
R = Ro ⊕ Rox1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Roxh and xir = r
σixi,
for ever r ∈ Ro and each i = 1, ..., h. Moreover, the automorphisms σ1, ..., σh ∈
Aut(Ro) are uniqely determined by Ro and R.
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1 Introduction
Throughout this work we will assume that all rings are finite, associative (not neces-
sarily commutative) and with identities denoted by 1 6= 0, that ring homomorphisms
preserve 1, a ring and its subrings have the same 1 and modules are unital.
Most of our notation is standard and will usually not be repeated here. Ba-
sic definitions and results on completely primary finite rings can be found in [3]
(respectively in [18]). For more details on these concepts we refer the reader to [18].
Although finite rings have been studied extensively in recent years by Raghaven-
dran [18], and Wilson [19], [20], [21], and the tools necessary for describing com-
pletely primary finite rings have been available for some time, their classification
into well known structures (which is essentially given in Chikunji [3] and [4], Clark
& Liang [7], Corbas [8] and [9], and Raghavendran [18]) is not complete.
Much of the recent work on completely primary rings has demonstrated the
fundamental importance of these rings in the structure theory of finite rings with
identity.
Let R be a finite ring. It turns out that R has a unique maximal ideal if and
only if it is a full matrix ring over a completely primary ring. In particular, rings
with a unique maximal ideal are not necessarily completely primary. Therefore, the
study of rings with a unique maximal ideal (i.e. local rings) reduces to the study of
completely primary rings.
More evidence for the importance of these rings comes from the fact that any
finite commutative ring is a direct sum of completely primary rings. Moreover, any
finite ring R is of the form S + N , where S ∩ N = (0) with N a subgroup of the
Jacobson radical of R and S a direct sum as an additive abelian group of certain
matrix rings over completely primary rings.
Perhaps because of the feeling that completely primary rings play an important
role in the classification of all finite rings with identity, they have been the subject
of a good deal of research in recent years.
1.1 Motivation
Research on finite fields and their applications has been notably extensive, producing
rich and deep results in finite geometries, algebraic coding theory, linear groups and
other areas. Similar results are obtainable over arbitrary finite commutative rings.
Some results on finite rings are being utilized on questions in the theory of algebraic
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cryptography and matrix theory here-to-now formulated only for finite fields and
occasionally quotient rings of rational integers.
While the algebraic theory of error-correcting codes originally took place in
the setting of vector spaces over finite fields, the study of linear codes over finite
rings has continued to be increasingly more important since the realization, some
years ago, that many seemingly nonlinear codes are actually related to linear codes
over the ring of integers modulo four.
Work on linear codes over finite chain rings from a geometric viewpoint has
also been developed. Because of the existence of noncommutative finite chain rings,
one is forced to distinguish between left and right linear codes, between the left and
right orthogonal of the given code, and so on. More recently, finite commutative
chain rings have found interesting applications in combinatorics where they are used
in various constructions of partial difference sets, relative difference sets and bent
functions.
Finite noncommutative rings may be considered as algebras over Galois exten-
sions of Z/Zpn (called Galois Rings) and it now appears that much of the classical
theory of algebras over fields may be extended to finite rings with identity ([3], [4],
[7], [8], [9] and [18]).
The purpose of this work is to give a review of recent developments in the
theory of finite rings with identity and pay special attention to a class of finite
rings whose sets of all zero divisors form additive groups. We further describe the
structure of such rings and provide a general representation of these rings as additive
direct sums of cyclic modules over their maximal Galois subrings.
The author would like to thank the organizing committee for the Strathmore
University International Mathematics Research Meeting for the rare opportunity of
requesting me to be one of the Key Note Speakers.
2 Some general properties of finite rings
We start with the following lemma and its corollary (see Corbas [8]).
Lemma 2.1 Let R be a finite ring with identity 1 6= 0. Then, there is no distinction
between left and right zero-divisors (units) in R. Moreover, every element of R is
either a zero-divisor or a unit.
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Proof. Let x ∈ R and assume x is not a left zero-divisor. Consider the map
θ : R+ −→ R+ defined by θ(r) = xr. Clearly, θ is an additive group homomorphism
of R+ with Kerθ = {r ∈ R : xr = 0}, which is equal to {0} since x is not a left
zero-divisor and so θ is injective. Since R is finite, θ is also surjective. In particular,
xy = 1, for some y ∈ R, and therefore, x is a left unit.
Now, suppose that sx = 0, for some element s in R. Then
0 = (sx)y = s(xy) = s.1 = s,
and therefore, x is not a right zero-divisor.
A similar argument shows that if x is not a right zero-divisor, then it is a right
unit, and hence, not a left zero-divisor.
Thus, if x is a left zero divisor, it is a right zero divisor; and if x is a left unit,
it is also a right unit. Hence, x is either a unit or a zero divisor. 
Corollary 2.2 Let R be a finite ring with identity 1 6= 0. Then every non-trivial
ideal of R consists entirely of zero-divisors.
The following result demonstrates the importance of the set of zero-divisors in any
ring.
Theorem 2.3 ([11]&[15]) Let R be any ring containing a finite number n ≥ 2 of
left zero-divisors. Then, R is finite and |R| ≤ n2.
Proof. Suppose a is a non-zero left zero-divisor of R and consider the right ideal
Ra of R. Since a is a left zero-divisor of R, there exists a non-zero element x ∈ R
such that ax = 0, so that, for all r ∈ R, r(ax) = (ra)x = 0, and thus Ra consists
entirely of left zero divisors. Thus, |Ra| ≤ n.
Now, consider the surjective additive group homomorphism
ψ : R −→ Ra
r 7−→ ra
with kerψ = {y ∈ R : ya = 0}. We have R/kerψ ∼= Ra, and every element of kerψ
is a left zero-divisor of R (since a 6= 0) so that |kerψ| ≤ n. Thus, kerψ and Ra are
finite, and hence, R is finite. Moreover,
|R| = |kerψ|.|Ra| ≤ n2.

From now onwards (following Lemma 2.1), an element of a finite ring R which
is a left or right zero-divisor will be called simply as a zero-divisor. Similarly, a left
or right unit will be called simply as a unit.
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3 Completely primary finite rings
In view of Theorem 2.3, the set of zero-divisors of a finite ring obviously plays
an important role, and in this work we shall restrict our attention to those rings in
which the zero-divisor set has a certain property, namely, that of forming an additive
group.
A finite ring R with identity 1 6= 0 is completely primary if the set J of all its
zero-divisors forms an additive group.
It is not always true that if x and y are zero-divisors, x+y is too (for example,
in Z10, 2 and 5 are zero-divisors but 7 is not), but when this property does hold in
a finite ring, the zero-divisors can easily be seen to form an ideal.
Since J is the unique maximal ideal of R, it follows that R is in fact a finite
local ring, for a ring R is called local if it has a unique maximal ideal. However,
not all local rings are completely primary, although completely primary rings play
an important role in the study of finite local rings. For instance, the full 2 × 2










is a zero-divisor in M2(F).
Completely primary finite (CPF) rings have been studied in some detail by
Raghavendran in [18], and here we give a list of their basic properties.
3.1 Basic Properties of CPF rings
Proposition 3.1 Let R be a CPF ring and let J be its set of zero-divisors. Then
J is the unique maximal ideal of R and R/J ∼= GF (pr), for some prime p and
positive integer r.
Proof. [sketch] J is certainly an ideal of R, all the elements of R−J are invertible
and hence J is the unique maximal ideal of R. Moreover, R/J is a finite division
ring, and hence, R/J ∼= GF (pr). 
Proposition 3.2 Let R be a CPF ring and let J be its unique maximal ideal. Then
J n = (0), |R| = pnr and |J | = p(n−1)r for some prime p and positive integers n, r.
Proof. [sketch] Let x ∈ J . Since R is finite, xi = xj for i < j. Hence, xi(xj−i−1) =
0 and xj−i−1 is invertible since xj−i−1 /∈ J . Hence, xi = 0; i.e. J is a nil ideal. But
again, finiteness of R implies that J is nilpotent, say, J n = (0), for some positive
integer n.
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On the other hand, we can consider J i/J i+1 as a vector space over R/J with
respect to
(r + J )(x+ J i+1) = rx+ J i+1.
Hence, |J i/J i+1| = pcir, for some positive integer ci.
Taking into account that J n = (0), we have
|R| = |R/J | · |J /J 2| · · · · · |J h−2/J h−1| · |J h−1| = prn,
where n = 1 + c1 + · · · + ch−1, for some positive integer h.
Notice that since ci ≥ 1, we have h ≤ n. By Proposition 3.1, R/J ∼= GF (p
r),
and hence, |J | = |R|/|Fpr | = p
rn
/p
r = pr(n−1). 
Proposition 3.3 Let R be a CPF ring with maximal ideal J . Then charR = pk
for some k with 1 ≤ k ≤ n.
Proof. Since R/J has characteristic p, we have p ∈ J and so, pn = 0. Hence, the
characteristic of R is pk with k ≤ n. 
Lemma 3.4 Let R be a CPF ring of characteristic pk and order pnr, with maximal
ideal J of index of nilpotency i. Then 1 ≤ k ≤ i ≤ n.
Proof. We have only to prove that k ≤ i. We know that J 6= 0 so that i ≥ 2.
Since pk = 0, it follows that p ∈ J and i ≥ k. 
Proposition 3.5 Let R be a CPF ring and let J be its unique maximal ideal. Then
there exists an element b ∈ R of multiplicative order pr − 1 such that if ψ : R −→
R/J is the canonical homomorphism, then ψ(b) is a primitive element of R/J and
K =< b > ∪{0}
forms a complete system of coset representatives of J in R. Further, if ν, µ ∈ K
with ν − µ ∈ J , then ν = µ.
Proof. Obviously, the group of units GR of R is R−J , and φ : R −→ R/J induces
a surjective multiplicative group homomorphism
φ̃ : GR −→ G(R/J ).
Since Kerφ = J , we have Kerφ̃ = 1 + J . In particular, 1 + J is normal in GR.
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Let < β >= G(R/J ) and let bo ∈ φ̃
−1(β). Then, the multiplicative order of bo
must be a multiple of pr − 1 and a divisor of
|R− J | = pnr − p(n−1)r
= p(n−1)r(pr − 1);
hence of the form pλ(pr − 1). But then b = bp
λ
o has multiplicative order p
r − 1 and
φ̃(bp
λ
o ) = β
pλ which is still a generator of G(R/J ), since (p
λ
, p
r − 1) = 1.
Further, φ(K) = R/J , and hence, K is a complete set of coset representatives
of J in R. Hence, ν, µ ∈ K with ν − µ ∈ J implies that ν = µ. 
We collect the above properties of b in the following:
Remark 3.6 Let R be a CPF ring with maximal ideal J . Then R contains an
element b such that
(i) b+ J is a primitive element of R/J ;
(ii) b has multiplicative order pr − 1; and
(iii) if ν, µ ∈ K with ν − µ ∈ J , then ν = µ, where K =< b > ∪{0}.
Corollary 3.7 Let R be a CPF ring with maximal ideal J . Then every element
of R can be expressed uniquely in the form ν + m, with ν ∈ K and m ∈ J , where
K =< b > ∪{0}.
Proposition 3.8 Let R be a CPF ring with maximal ideal J . If |R| = pnr, J n =
(0) and charR = pn, then R is commutative.













where αj, βj ∈ K. If
(α0, α1, . . . , αn−1) 6= (β0, β1, . . . , βn−1),
let i be the least index with αi 6= βi. Then, multiplying by p
n−1−i, we obtain
p
n−1(αi − βi) = 0 and hence, p
n−1 = 0 since αi − βi ∈ J , a contradiction. So,
αj = βj (by Proposition 3.5), for all j = 0, 1, ..., n− 1. 
Proposition 3.9 Let R be a CPF ring. Then, any subring R1 of R is a CPF ring
with maximal ideal J1 = J ∩ R1. Furthermore, there are integers n1, r1 such that
|R1| = p
n1r1 , |J1| = p
(n1−1)r1, where r1|r.
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Proof. [sketch] Clearly, J ∩ R1 is the set of all zero-divisors of R1 and J ∩ R1
is a subgroup of R+ (by Lemma 2.1), hence R1 is a CPF ring with maximal ideal
J ∩R1. 
Proposition 3.10 Let R be a CPF ring. Then, any quotient of R (by a two sided-
ideal) and any homomorphic image of R is a CPF ring.
Proof. Let f : R −→ R1 be a surjective ring homomorphism. Since J is the unique
maximal ideal of R, Kerf ⊂ J . Also, clearly, {x +Kerf : x ∈ J } is the set of all
zero-divisors in R/Kerf , and hence it is a subgroup of (R/Kerf)+. So, R/Kerf is
a CPF ring and hence, R1 is completely primary too. 
Proposition 3.11 Let R be a CPF ring. Then, the set K forms a subfield of R if
and only if charR = p.
Proof. [sketch] Use the Binomial Theorem to show that K is closed under addition,
every element in K has a negative in K.
Since K ⊂ R and addition is associative in R, it follows that K is a group
under addition. Obviously, α + β = β + α, for all α, β ∈ K. The distributive laws
follow trivially since K ⊂ R.
But the non-zero elements of K form a multiplicative group, hence, K is a
subfield of R.
Conversely, if K is a subfield of R, then charK = charR = p, since the identity
element in R is that in K. 
Proposition 3.12 Let R be a CPF ring. Then R contains a subfield of order pr if
and only if charR = p. Also, if F1, F2 are any subfields of R of order p
r, then there
exists an element x ∈ GR such that xF1x
−1 = F2.
Proof. We can consider the set K in R, and the proof of the first part will be the
same as that for Proposition 3.11. The second part follows easily. 
Proposition 3.13 Let R be a CPF ring of order pnr, characteristic pk and maximal
ideal J such that R/J ∼= GF (pr). Let Ro = Zpk [b], where b is as in Remark 3.6.
Then, Ro is a commutative subring of R with Ro/(Ro ∩ J ) ∼= R/J , and minimal
with respect to Ro/(Ro ∩ J ) ∼= R/J . Further, a subring So of R is minimal with
respect to So/(So ∩ J ) ∼= R/J if and only if it is conjugate to Ro in R.
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Proof. It is obvious that Ro is a commutative subring of R. By Proposition 3.9,
Ro is a completely primary ring with maximal ideal Ro ∩ J and residue order p
r1 ,
where r1|r. But Ro contains < b >, and its residue field therefore contains at least
p
r elements. Hence, Ro is a commutative completely primary ring with residue field
isomorphic to R/J ∼= GF (pr).
Let So be a subring of R minimal with respect to So/(So ∩ J ) ∼= R/J and
let ψ : R −→ R/J be the canonical homomorphism. Since So ∩ J is the unique
maximal ideal of So, the restriction of ψ to So is surjective. Hence, So contains an
element bo of multiplicative order p
r − 1 and hence, Zpk [bo] ⊂ So. However, ψ has
also a surjective restriction to Zpk [bo] and so
Zpk [bo]/(Zpk [bo] ∩ J ) ∼= R/J .
But then, by the minimality of So, we have that So = Zpk [bo]. By Proposition 3.12,
< b >= a < bo > a
−1, for some element a ∈ GR, and hence, Zpk [bo] is conjugate to
Zpk [b].
That Ro is minimal with respect to Ro/(Ro∩J ) ∼= R/J is essentially contained
in the above argument. 
Lemma 3.14 Let R be a CPF ring, not necessarily commutative. Then, the group
of units GR of R is R− J .
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Lemma 2.1, since every non-unit in R lies in
J . 
Lemma 3.15 Let R be a CPF ring and let GR be its group of units. Then |GR| =
p
(n−1)r(pr − 1).
Proof. Since |R| = pnr, |J | = p(n−1)r, and GR = R−J (by Lemma 3.14), it is easy
to see that
|GR| = |R − J | = |R| − |J | = p
nr − p(n−1)r = p(n−1)r(pr − 1).

Lemma 3.16 The group GR contains a maximal subgroup of order p
(n−1)r and a
subgroup of order (pr − 1).
Proof. This is a variation of Sylow’s Theorem since the prime power p(n−1)r is the
highest power of p which divides the order of GR, and (p
(n−1)r
, (pr − 1)) = 1. 
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Lemma 3.17 The subgroup 1 + J is normal in GR.
Proof. This follows because, for any x ∈ GR,
x(1 + J ) = x+ J = (1 + J )x,
since J is the set of all the zero-divisors in R. 
Here, 1 +J is the maximal normal p−subgroup of GR and < b > is the cyclic
subgroup of GR of order p
r − 1. Moreover, 1 + J is a solvable group since every
p−group is solvable.
Proposition 3.18 Let R be a CPF ring. Then, the group of units GR is soluble.
Proof. Since 1 + J is a normal p-subgroup of GR and GR/(1 + J ) is cyclic, it
follows that GR is solvable. 
Proposition 3.19 Let R be a CPF ring. Then, if G is any subgroup of GR of order
p
r − 1, then G is conjugate to < b > in GR.
Proof. This follows from key properties of p-solvable groups contained in the vari-
ation of Sylow’s theorem, since the order of G is prime to its index in GR. 
Proposition 3.20 Let R be a CPF ring. Then, if GR contains a normal subgroup
of order pr − 1, then the set K is contained in the center of the ring R.
Proof. By Proposition 3.19 above, < b > ⊳GR and since
1 + J ⊳GR with | < b > ∩(1 + J )| = 1,
it follows that < b > and 1 + J commute element-wise. Hence, by Corollary 3.7, b
is in the center of R. 
Proposition 3.21 Let R be a CPF ring. Then
(i) GR = (1 + J )×θ < b >, a semi-direct product;
(ii) (1 + J i)/(1 + J i+1) ∼= J i/J i+1 (the right hand side as an additive group, and
the left hand side as a multiplicative group).
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Proof.
(i) We know that 1+J ⊳GR. Since |GR| = |1+J |.| < b > | and (1+J )∩ < b >= 1
(by Lagrange’s Theorem), we have GR = (1+J )· < b >. Hence, GR = (1+J )×θ <
b >, a semi-direct product.
(ii) Consider the map
η : (1 + J i)/(1 + J i+1) −→ J i/J i+1
(1 + x)(1 + J i+1) 7−→ x+ J i+1
Then, it is easy to see that η is an isomorphism. 
Lemma 3.22 Let R be a CPF ring. Then R = Zpk [GR].
Proof. Clearly, 1 +J and K are in Zpk [GR]. But R = K +J , by Proposition 3.5.
Hence, R ⊆ Zpk [GR]. 
Corollary 3.23 Let R be a CPF ring. Then R is commutative if and only if GR is
Abelian.
Lemma 3.24 If R is commutative, then 1 +J is isomorphic to a direct product of
cyclic p−groups.
4 Representation of CPF rings
Before we prove our main result, we consider the following class of finite rings.
4.1 Galois rings
Galois rings are a generalization of Galois fields and have been used widely in the
past two decades to construct various optimal families of q−ary polyphase sequences;
error correcting codes over Galois rings. These rings are important in the structure
theory of finite commutative rings. Any finite commutative ring has a unique de-
composition as a direct sum of finite local commutative rings. If R is a finite local
commutative ring of characteristic pn, thenR contains a largest Galois extension S of
Zpn, called the coefficient subring, and R is a homomorphic image of a multivariable
polynomial ring over S. See McDonald [17] for proofs of these statements.
In this article, the Galois rings serve as building blocks in our study of com-
pletely primary finite rings. Let q = pr be a prime power and h(X) ∈ Zpn[X] a monic
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polynomial of degree r which is irreducible modulo p (a so-called basic irreducible
polynomial or Galois polynomial).
The quotient ring GR(pnr , pn) ∼= Zpn[X]/(h(X)) is called a Galois ring of
order pnr and characteristic pn. Moreover, the integers p, n and r chosen above
determine uniquely (up to isomorphism) the Galois ring GR(pnr , pn) [18]. For
instance, GR(pn, pn) is the ring Zpn and GR(p
r
, p) is the field Fpr .




commutative subring of a finite ring R.
4.1.1 Properties of Galois rings
It is well known that, for any prime integer p and any positive integers r and n,
there exists (up to isomorphism) a unique ring Ro = GR(p
nr
, p
n) with the following
properties:
(i) Ro is a commutative local/chain ring with maximal ideal pRo, invariants (q, n)
and characteristic pn;
(ii) The isomorphism type of Ro does not depend on the particular choice of the
polynomial h(X);
(iii) A finite chain ring with invariants (q, n) and characteristic pn is isomorphic to
Ro;
(iv) Every automorphism of Ro/pRo can be lifted in a unique way to an automor-
phism of Ro. Thus, Aut(Ro) ∼= Aut(Fq).
Moreover, all the ideals of Ro are given by
(0) = pnRo ⊂ p
n−1
Ro ⊂ · · · ⊂ pR ⊂ p
0
Ro = Ro
and that the ideal piRo, 0 ≤ i ≤ n, has cardinality p
(n−i)r .
An arbitrary element α of the Galois ring Ro can be expressed (uniquely) either







, ai ∈ Zpn,
where ξ is a root of a monic basic irreducible polynomial
h(X) = h0 + h1X + · · · + hr−1X
r−1 +Xr ∈ Zpn[X]







, ti ∈ Tpr = {0, 1, ξ, . . . , ξ
pr−2},
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where the set Tpr is referred to as the Teichmuller set. In the p−adic formalism
(4.1), α is a unit if and only if t0 6= 0, and it is a zero divisor or 0 if and only if
t0 = 0 or ti = 0 for every i.
Notice that in p−adic formalism, an arbitrary zero divisor α ∈ Ro has a unique
form
α = tjp
j + · · · + tn−1p
n−1 = pjα
′
, tj 6= 0, 1 ≤ j ≤ n− 1,
where α
′
= tj + · · · + tn−1p
n−j−1 is a unit of Ro.
4.2 Further properties of CPF rings
We start with the following:
Proposition 4.1 [Compare this with Propositions 3.12 & Lemma 4.3] Let R be a
CPF ring of order pnr and maximal ideal J such that R/J ∼= GF (pr).
(i) Then, R contains a subring isomorphic to GR(pkr , pk) if and only if charR = pk;
(ii) If R2 and R3 are subrings of R having the same residue order as R, then R2 =
a
−1
R3a, for some a ∈ GR.
Proof
(i) Suppose R contains a subring R1 isomorphic to GR(p
kr
, p
k). Then, charR =
charR1 = p
k since the identity element in R is that in R1.
Conversely, suppose charR = pk. Then R ⊇ Zpk . Let f be a monic polynomial
of degree r in Zpk [X], irreducible over Zp. Then, f has a root α in R, and therefore
Zpk [α] is a subring of R. Let ψ be the canonical map
Zpk [X] −→ Zpk [α],
so that
Zpk [α] ∼= Zpk [X]/Ker(ψ).
Then, f ∈ Kerψ, and in fact, |Zpk [X]/(f)| = p
kr , so that |Zpk [X]/Kerψ| ≤ p
kr .
But again, we can show that |Zpk [α]| ≥ p
kr , so that
|Zpk [X]/Kerψ| = p
kr = |Zpk [X]/(f)|.
Thus, Kerψ = (f), and therefore,




So, R contains a subring isomorphic to the Galois ring GR(pkr , pk).
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(ii) We have charR2 = charR3 = charR = p
k, and therefore,
R2
∼= GR(pkr , pk) ∼= R3.
Also, each Ri (i = 2, 3) contains an element bi of order p
r − 1 with the usual
properties. Thus, R2 = Zpk [b2] and R3 = Zpk [b3]. Now, < b2 > and < b3 > are both
multiplicative subgroups of GR of order p
r − 1, so, as in Proposition 3.12, < b2 >=
a
−1
< b3 > a, for some a ∈ GR. Hence, R2 = Zpk [b2] = a
−1Zpk [b3]a = a
−1
R3a. 
Notice that Proposition 4.1 shows that every completely primary finite ring
contains a Galois subring, but we can in fact be more specific than this. The
following lemma, taken in conjunction with Proposition 4.1, shows that all the Galois
subrings of a completely primary finite ring R having the same residue field as R
are conjugates of Zpk [b].
Lemma 4.2 Let R be a CPF ring of order pnr and characteristic pk, and let b be
the element of R as in Remark 3.6. Then, the subring Zpk [b] of R is isomorphic to
the Galois ring GR(pkr , pk).




But, by Remark 3.6, R1 contains an element b1 with the usual properties, and of
order pr − 1, so that, by Proposition 3.13, R1 = Zpk [b1]. But < b1 > is a subgroup
of GR of order p
r − 1, so, by Proposition 3.12, < b1 >= a
−1
< b > a, where a ∈ GR.
Thus,









Observe that part (ii) of Proposition 4.1 states only that Galois subrings of
R having the same residue field as R are conjugate. In fact, we can weaken this
statement to give the following:
Lemma 4.3 Let R be a CPF ring of order pnr and characteristic pk, and let R2, R3
be Galois subrings of R having residue field GF (ps) for some s|r. Then, there exists
a ∈ GR such that R3 = aR2a
−1.
Proof. By Remark 3.6, Ri (i = 2, 3) contains an element bi of order p
s − 1 with the
usual properties, so that, by Proposition 3.13, Ri = Zpk [bi].
Consider < bi >. Then, < bi >≤ GR, so that p
s − 1|p(n−1)r · (pr − 1). But (ps −
1, p(n−1)r) = 1, so that ps − 1|pr − 1. Now, GR is solvable (see Proposition 3.18),
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and furthermore, (pr −1, p(n−1)r) = 1. Therefore, < bi > is contained in a subgroup
Hi of GR of order p
r − 1. But again, by the same Proposition 3.13, there exists
a ∈ GR such that H3 = aH2a
−1. Furthermore, H2 and H3 are conjugate with < b >
(where b is the usual element of R), and therefore, both cyclic. Thus < b3 > and
a < b2 > a
−1 are both subgroups of order ps−1 in the cyclic group H3, and therefore,
< b3 >= a < b2 > a
−1. Hence,




4.3 Modules over Galois rings
There is a way of representing finite local rings as rings of matrix-like objects, called
Szele matrices, due to Wilson [19]. This representation uses Galois rings. However,
we do not find this representation to be very suitable in the study of isomorphism
classes, automorphism groups and unit groups of completely primary finite rings.
We, instead, use a module-like representation of such rings.
We start with the following:
Proposition 4.4 Let Ro be the Galois ring GR(p
nr
, p
n) and let M be a finite Ro-
bimodule. Then, there exist x1, ..., xk ∈M such that
M = Rox1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Roxk.
Moreover, if M = Roy1 ⊕ · · ·⊕Royl is another such decomposition of M , then l = k
and the order ideals of the yj are (after possible re-indexing) the order ideals of the
xi.
This is essentially Corollary 2 of Proposition 1.1 in Wilson [19].
Proposition 4.5 Let Ro be the Galois ring GR(p
nr
, p
n) and let M be a finite Ro-
bimodule. Then,
M = M1 ⊕ · · · ⊕Mr, (asRo −modules)
where for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ r, there exist σi ∈ Aut(Ro) such that mro = σi(ro)m, for
every m ∈Mi and every ro ∈ Ro.
Proof. [very long] Left out

Corollary 4.6 Let Ro be the Galois ring GR(p
nr
, p
n) and let M be a finite Ro-
bimodule. Then, there exist x1, ..., xk ∈M and σ1, ..., σh ∈ Aut(Ro) such that
M = Ro ⊕Rox1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Roxh and xir = σi(r)xi,
for every r ∈ Ro and for each i = 1, ..., h.
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From now on, we shall denote σ(r) by rσ, for any σ ∈ Aut(Ro) and r in any
subset of R.
Proposition 4.7 Let Ro be the Galois ring GR(p
nr
, p
n) and let M be a finite Ro-
bimodule. Let m ∈M and pt be the additive order of m. Then, |Rom| = p
tr.
Proof. Consider the map
φ : Ro −→ Rom
r 7−→ rm.






Ro and hence, |Rom| = p
tr. 
4.4 Representation Theorem
Theorem 4.8 Let R be a CPF ring of order pnr, |R/J | = pr, charR = pk, and
let Ro be a maximal Galois subring of R. Then, there exist x1, ..., xh ∈ J and
σ1, ..., σh ∈ Aut(Ro) such that
R = Ro ⊕ Rox1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Roxh and xir = r
σixi,
for ever r ∈ Ro and each i = 1, ..., h.
Proof. Consider J /pRo. This is clearly an Ro-bimodule. Hence, by Corollary 4.6,
there exist m1 + pRo, ..., mh + pRo ∈ J /pRo and σ1, ..., σh ∈ Aut(Ro) such that
J /pRo = ⊕
∑h
i=1 Ro(mi + pRo) and (mi + pRo)r = r
σi(mi + pRo), for every r ∈ Ro
and for each i = 1, ..., h. Suppose that pn1 , ..., pnh are the additive orders of
m1 + pRo, ..., mh + pRo, respectively.
Let Ro = Zpk [b], where b is as in Remark 3.6, and let mib = b
σimi + ri, where
ri ∈ pRo. If σi 6= idRo, put si = (b
σi − b)−1ri, where (b
σi − b) is a unit in Ro (because
its image under the canonical homomorphism Ro −→ Ro/pRo is not zero), and put
xi = mi + si. Then,
xib = (mi + si)b
= mib+ sib
= bσimi + ri + sib
= bσimi + (b
σi − b)si + sib
= bσimi + b
σisi
= bσixi.
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Next, since pni is the additive order of mi + pRo, p









σixi. This implies that p
ni(b− bσi)xi =
0 and hence, if pnixi 6= 0, then b = b
σi, a contradiction, because σi 6= idRo. Therefore,
p
nixi = 0.
If σi = idRo, then
mi = mib
pr−1 = mibb
pr−2 = (bmi + ri)b
pr−2 = (bmib+ rib)b
pr−3







pr−2 = mi + (p
r − 1)rib
pr−2;
and hence, (pr − 1)ri = 0, which implies that ri = 0, since p
r − 1 is a unit. Hence,
mib = bmi.
Let pnimi = p
tiui, where ui is a unit in Ro. If ni ≥ ti, then, p
ti(pni−timi−ui) =
0 and hence, pni−timi − ui is a zero-divisor in Ro; a contradiction. Hence, ni < ti.
Put xi = mi − p
ti−niui. In this case, it is clear that the additive order of xi is p
ni .
Thus, the additive orders of x1, ..., xh are p
n1 , ..., p
nh , respectively.
Now, clearly, J = pRo +
∑h
i=1Roxi. But, by Proposition 4.7,
|Roxi| = |Ro(mi + pRo)|.
Now, by comparing orders, we deduce that
J = pRo ⊕ Rox1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Roxh
and hence,
R = Ro ⊕ Rox1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Roxh.
Also, xib = b
σixi.




λj where λj ∈ K,
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Proposition 4.9 Let R be a CPF ring of order pnr, |R/J | = pr, charR = pk, and
let Ro be a maximal Galois subring of R. Let σ1, ..., σh ∈ Aut(Ro) be as defined in
Theorem 4.8. Then, σ1, ..., σh are uniquely determined by R and Ro.
Proof. Let Ro = Zpk [b], with b as in Remark 3.6 and suppose that
R = Ro ⊕ Rox1 ⊕ · · · ⊕Roxh = Ro ⊕ Roy1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Royh,
such that xir = r
σixi; yir = r
θiyi, for every r ∈ Ro and each i = 1, ..., h; where
xi, yi ∈ J and σi, θi ∈ Aut(Ro). Also, assume that σi and θi occur with multi-
plicity ni and n
′
i, respectively. We want to prove (after possible re-indexing) that
{σ1, ..., σh} = {θ1, ..., θh} and ni = n
′
i, for each i = 1, ..., h.
Since for each i = 1, ..., h; yi ∈ J = pRo ⊕ Rox1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Roxh and yi /∈ pRo,
yi = pri +
∑
















Since the sums are direct, it follows, for all j, that
b
θirijxj = b
σjrijxj, and hence (b
θi − bσj)rijxj = 0.
If now rijxj 6= 0, then b
θi − bσj = 0 and so θi = σj. This shows two things. On the
one hand, since rijxj 6= 0 for at least one j, it follows that θi ∈ {σ1, ..., σh} and by
symmetry {σ1, ..., σh} = {θ1, ..., θh}. On the other hand, if σj 6= θi then rijxj = 0
and so
yi = pri +
∑
σj=θi














Royλ = Ro ⊕
∑⊕
σj=θi
Roxj. By Proposition 4.4, the
number of summands is the same. Hence, if σj = θi the multiplicities of σj and θi
are the same. 
Definition We call σ1, ..., σh defined above, the associated automorphisms of R
with respect to Ro.
Let B = {x1, ..., xh} be as above and let τ ∈ Aut(Ro). Put
Bτ = {x ∈ B : xb = b
τ
x}




Then, obviously, Jτ is an Ro-submodule of J .
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Corollary 4.10 Let R be a completely primary finite ring with maximal ideal J .
Then, J = pRo ⊕
∑⊕
τ∈AutRo
Jτ as Ro −modules.
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